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legal Definition of hijack.: to seize possession or control of (a vehicle) from another person by
force or threat of force; specifically: to seize possession or control of (an aircraft) especially by
forcing the pilot to divert the aircraft to another destination.Flight Hijacked, Dont Untie Seat
Belts, IndiGo Passenger Shouted. "The staff of the flight lodged a complaint against the
passenger after the.hijack - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions.hijack (plural hijacks) An instance of hijacking; the illegal seizure of a vehicle; a
hijacking. An instance of a seizure and redirection of a process.Hijack definition, to steal
(cargo) from a truck or other vehicle after forcing it to stop: to hijack a load of whiskey. See
more.Hijacking or highjacking may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Common usage.
Transportation; Technology. 2 Media; 3 See also. Common usage[edit].Aircraft hijacking is
the unlawful seizure of an aircraft by an individual or a group. In most cases, the pilot is forced
to fly according to the orders of the hijackers.Definition of hijack - unlawfully seize (an
aircraft, ship, or vehicle) in transit and force it to go to a different destination or use it for one's
own.A popular online pairing between Jack Overland Frost (Of Rise of the Guardians) and
Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III (Of How to Train Your Dragon).Define hijack (verb) and get
synonyms. What is hijack (verb)? hijack (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary.Hijack definition: If someone hijacks a plane or other vehicle, they
illegally take control of it by force Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples.Hijacking is a type of network security attack in which the attacker takes control of a
communication - just as an airplane hijacker takes control of a flight.THE word 'hijack' has its
origins in pre-revolutionary France. Impoverished peasants attacked and robbed aristocrats
travelling in coaches through the.9 Dec - 5 min - Uploaded by Eros Now Stream & watch back
to back Full Movies only on Eros Now - sport-gewin.com GfuYux Download.Trapped on
Ixalan, the Planeswalker Angrath is the only minotaur sailing the seas. No matter how many
ships he captures, he cannot break free. Expansion.hijack meaning, definition, what is hijack:
to use violence or threats to take contr : Learn more.21 hours ago A passenger aboard an
IndiGo airlines' Chandigarh-Srinagar flight was detained on Tuesday after he shouted on board
that the flight had been.Woman and man sandals for traveling, daily, to fashion material. From
beach to runway. Have a 1 year guarantee for every purchase, repair, and return.
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